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A letterbox is a necessary evil - You
need it to receive mail but it can leave
your property vulnerable to burglery. 

Most solutions to this problem are large,
unsightly metal boxes which can obstruct
the door from fully opening and resulting in
large items of post being bent, damaged or
just left outside.

PostGUARD‘s patented design allows 
all types of mail to be accepted and
significantly improves the security of your
property. 

Manufactured from the highest quality
materials, PostGUARD can be fitted to
almost any door in a matter of minutes.

PostGUARD is a simple, elegant
and effective ways to improve
home safety against burglery 

and protect your post

Helps Prevent Burglaries

2 Year Warranty
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High quality
slimline steel
frame only
40mm deep

Steel security 
plate allows
letterbox to
be locked

Strong see-
through mesh

fabric, allows you
to see when you

have post

Letterbox
locking

pins

Double zip puller
that can be locked

PostGUARD
completely

prevents
burglars from

using the
letterbox to

steal keys 
or unlock 
the door

PostGUARD is the simple and effective way to 
improve the security of your mail and your premises 

• Security Mail is kept out of sight, not on the floor 
where it is a clear indication to burglars that no one is in.

• Lockable The letterbox can be securely locked 
closed when required. In addition the mailbag can be 
secured with a padlock to prevent any unauthorised 
access to your post. This is particularly useful in 
preventing identity fraud or the theft of money or 
cheques in the mail.

• Convenient The post can be retrieved easily without 
bending down to the floor, particularly helpful to those 
with mobility problems and wheelchair users.

• Large Capacity Accepts bulky items such as 
newspapers, magazines and even telephone directories.

• Easy Installation Easily fitted in minutes to almost 
any door, including uPVC using simple tools. Postguard 
can also be removed and re-used just as simply.

• PostGUARD - Has a unique lockable 
letterplate, enables you to secure entry 
via the front door -Helping you to 
achieve the Government’s targets for 
the “Fear of Crime Initiative”

Large capacity flexible
mail bag accepts bulky
items without bending

PostGUARD
is  also

effective in
protecting

your post and
newspapers

from problem
pets or young

children.

PostGUARD‘s
effective,

elegant
design allows

all types of
mail to be

accepted and
significantly

improves the
security of

your property.


